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Introduction 

 
The Chess Knight’s Tour has a long and esteemed place in the history of magic and 
mentalism. Some of our finest performers have made this a major feature of their 
program. Harry Keller, for one stellar example, performed the Knight’s Tour in the 
middle of his large-scale touring magic show in the late 1800’s and early 20th century. 

 
More recently, and over a span of several decades, Peter Reveen frequently opened his 
large-scale hypnosis shows, which regularly played to sold-out theaters across North 
America, with the Knight’s Tour. He used a beautiful, specially made board that could be 
seen in the furthest rows. 

 
And that leads to the reason I believe more performers do not present this effect – the 
board. Few performers are willing to have a large board made. Even if the initial outlay 
of money is not a problem, fewer performers still are willing to lug around a large chess 
board for this one effect – especially mentalists! (We take pride in the lack of props we 
need to present our shows.) 

 
Now Lior Manor has brought the Tour into the 21st century. He has developed a new and 
visually exciting way to present the Knight’s Tour. This routine has proven its worth 
literally around the world. (Lior Manor, as is common with many leading professional 
performers, is not well known among the magic community. But I can assure you, most 
of the shows Lior does are high-paying gigs for corporate audiences.) 

 
He does this routine because of the incredible impact it has on his audience. And unlike 
many magic or mentalism routines, in this case, the more intelligent the audience, the 
greater the impact! 



 
 
 
The “Effect” 

 
First, the “effect” as it has traditionally been presented … 

 
On stage is a large representation of a chess board. Each square is numbered, 
consecutively, from one to sixty-four.  The performer explains, for those in the audience 
who do not play chess, how the Knight moves, pointing out that it is the most difficult 
piece to maneuver around the board. 

 
The audience is asked to provide a starting square. The performer’s task, from that point, 
is to move the Knight around from that square, so that it visits each square once, and only 
once. That, in itself is a massively difficult mental feat. However, the performer takes the 
demonstration up to a higher level by doing the Tour without looking at the board at any 
time. He may be blindfolded or he may simply stand in front of the board where he 
cannot see the board. 

 
As each square is called out, an assistant, either someone who works with the performer 
or a volunteer from the audience, marks the squares so that everyone can see how the 
Tour is progressing. 

 
 
 
The "Problem" 

 
I used to perform this stunt at my college shows, and it was always well received. My 
problem, and the problem of virtually anyone who travels to gigs in different locales for 
one-night stands, is the board. I used a specially printed sheet of paper, which, when 
folded in quarters, fit in my briefcase. (Mentalists, unlike magicians, are not known for 
lugging around large trunks for their props!) I mounted the paper on whatever the sponsor 
supplied, typically an easel. 

 
But it looked cheap. Worse, it was not easily visible to the back rows of the larger 
venues. 

 
Other performers, such as Reveen, had built large boards just for this effect. The visibility 
is better, but few of us do large-scale shows at 1500-seat theaters with stagehands to help 
maneuver our props. So obviously Reveen’s solution is not viable for most modern 
performers. 

 
With the advent of computers, some performers, including trade show specialist Anton 
Zellman, developed PowerPoint presentations – an excellent step forward. 



 
 
 
Lior’s Solution 

 
Lior Manor, who has a strong background in technology (which is part of the reason he 
performs for high-tech groups around the world), had come up with a resolution to the 
problem that is simple in its concept, but complex in its development. 

 
By using computer technology, he now allows you to have the best of both worlds – you 
carry less (no large, bulky board needed), yet it can be seen by everyone in the audience. 
He has placed the board on a computer disk, and then he added features which give the 
demonstration an extra level of visual appeal. 

 
You will need a laptop PC. Most professional performers now carry a laptop, so normally 
that is not an issue. Or, typically the company or organization for whom you are 
performing will have a computer you can borrow for the show. 

 
You can carry the Flash program on a CD or on a USB flash drive and upload it to the 
computer.  Or just run it directly from the disk. You can even save it somewhere on the 
internet and then download it to wherever you are. 

 
You will also require a projector which will be hooked up to the PC. These days, most 
hotels and conference centers have them. Many times, assuming you are performing for a 
group that is using the hotel facilities, they can provide it to you at no cost. In other cases, 
they may be able to rent one for a reasonable fee. 

 
If they cannot, they almost certainly will be able to steer you towards a local shop that 
rents the projectors. 

 
Or, if you plan on doing this effect regularly, you can buy a projector. The size of the 
machines has been shrinking, and prices, as usual in electronics, keep falling. As of this 
writing, powerful light-weight projectors are available for as little as $700. 

 
 
 
Why the Knight’s  Tour is so effective. 

 
To most spectators, it appears as though you must calculate a different course depending 
upon where you are told to start. However, the key to the Tour, the “secret” that few in 
your audience will realize, is that the Tour is a continuous loop. In other words, you learn 
one tour, and once you’ve accomplished that, you can start anywhere. 

 
That’s the good news. The bad news is that you will need to memorize a loop of 64 
numbers. Lior says he did it by rote memorization. In the original instructions which he 
wrote up for me, he said, “Spend one hour a day.learn six numbers a day."  
  
You could do it that way. but most performers will utilize a mnemonic  
system. There are hundreds  of sources for these [Harry Lorayne  published 
several  best-sellers for the public) so we will go over iust the basics here. 
See below. in the section "Memorizing the Tour."  



 
 
 
 
On the enclosed CD you will find two basic versions of the Tour. In the traditional one, 
(the one Lior uses) every square is numbered, from “1” in the upper left hand corner 
down to 64 in the lower right. 

 
The other version, developed by Hal Weaver and produced here with his full permission, 
uses a grid approach. In his version, the numbers 8-1 are down the left-hand side, outside 
of the chess board, and along underneath are the letters A-H. (The standard notation – 
the number “1” is on the lower left because this is from the player’s point of view.) 

 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
Lior’s Presentation. 

 
Before the show 

 
The program offers two ways to begin the tour, and two ways to end the tour. 
It is naturally intuitive to operate and the buttons on the initial board will easily guide you 
towards the ending of your choice. 
You start your tour by running the program. You then will be able to choose the desired 
route from the main screen. 

1.   The first way to begin is using a numbered board, from 1-64 on the squares. Upon 
completing the tour, you will see scrambled letters or a picture (whichever one 
you choose) that eventually form into a sentence. 

2.   The second option is using the grid on the board with no numbers on the squares: 
Upon completing the tour, you will see scrambled letters or a picture (whichever 
one you choose) that eventually form into a sentence. 

 
 
 

 
FIRST  SCREEN 

 
Make your selection (all bold comments below are also found on the screen). 
click here for version with numbers or click here for version without  numbers. 
Note: The default comes with numbers already on the squares, should you decide not to 
make any choice. 
Next select: 
+pic if you want the picture in the background 
-pic if you want the sentence at the end 



 
 
 
 

 
FINISH  WITH A PICTURE 

 
If you selected –pic, delete the words "Line 1 test" and type in whatever you want, such 
as your company slogan or any other quote. (I use: Always think good thoughts – you 
never know who is reading them) 
Next press: hide your message and you are ready to start 
You are now in a black screen. When you are “on stage” for the big number, press 
START and crl+F. This will move the program to full screen. 
You will get the next screen when you complete the tour. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Press the Knight's head to get the last screen when the tour is done 



 
 
 

 
 
Show time 

 
When you are ready to present the Tour, press START and then CTRL+F. 

This will make the program run on a full screen. 

Click once on the right side, on the word DEMO, and this will start the pre-Tour demo. 
This is to explain to your audience, and especially for those who do not know the rules of 
chess, the behavior of three of the pieces. First the Castle is explained, then the Queen 
and finally, the Knight. 

 
The Demo runs automatically. 

 
At this point, you need an assistant. It can be someone who has been pre-arranged, or a 
volunteer can be brought up – someone who is comfortable with both computers 
(especially laptops, if that is what you are using) and chess. 

 
Show them how to click on a square and how to move to a new square when you instruct 
them to do so. 

Ask them to click on a square and wait there until you ask them to move to a new one. 

Always demonstrate this for them! Lior asks them to move the curser in the L shape from 
square to square. This movement emphasizes the Knight’s movements. 

 

 
You instruct your helper to click once on each square  as you  call out moves. If 
he makes  a mistake and clicks the wrong square. all he has to do is click it 
again and it will return to its original condition. You might  want to let him 
practice  on one or two squares. 

 
As you  will see when you  load  up the program. each square  that  is clicked 
on will disappear and after a few of them are gone the audience  will start 
to see the background. 

 
The background will be different. depending upon  which program you 
choose from the disk. Typically. the background will consist of apparently 



 
 
meaningless letters  spread  all over  the board: after the Tour is completed. 
another click and the letters  come together to form a quote. 

 
Lior’s Script 

 
What you are about to see now, took me more the 3 years to learn and practice. 
Only seven people around the world can do it, and 6 are dead already. (an old 
joke.) 

 
But let's be serious from now on. 

 
Chess is said to be the most complicated game ever invented. It has many, many 
moves and most people at sometime have played it – or at least they have heard 
about it! 

 
We are not going to play chess tonight. 

 
Show the big board on the screen. Click once on " Demo". 

 
Let me explain a few rules about three of the pieces. First, the castle can go up 
and down, or left to right. 

 
The Queen is the most powerful piece (woman always have the power!). She can 
go in any straight direction, including the diagonals. 

 
By far the most difficult piece is the knight. It moves in a very funny and 
complicated way… It makes sort of an “L” shape move. For example, it goes up 
once and left 2 steps, or 2 down and one right, etc. 

 
Over the last 3 years I have studied the behavior of the knight. 

It wasn’t easy. 

I am going to try to tour the board with the knight. 
 
You will chose where I will start. Then, I am going to move the knight on the 
board, using only legal moves … 

 
I hope to be able to cover ALL the squares … visiting square once, but ONLY 
once. 

 
This is not easy. This is hard. This is difficult for even the greatest chess masters 
in the world. Learning this will build the muscles of your brain – I became 
the Arnold Schwarzenegger of brain muscles. 



 

 
 
It is very very difficult and I don’t know if you know how difficult it is …or if you 
care how difficult it is… (Look at the audience, move your head and look again 
for building the joke) 

 
We don't say that we will end where we started. This helps hide the fact that we have a 
cyclic path. 

 
I put numbers on the squares to help everyone see the moves much better 
This will be easier for you guys to see what is going on.  It makes it hard on me 
because I need to translate the board in my head from the MAP A-H and 1 to 8 
into numbers, but I will take on this challenge…I will do anything for you guys… 

 
(Again, this is a complete lie but it helps hide all the solutions that can make people think 
about the cyclic move) 

 
There are many paths the knight can take.  One mistake in the moves will lead to 
a dead end. 

 
There are so many moves that are possible.  Literally millions of moves are 
possible. The probability to win the lottery is higher then doing this. 

 
And …I am going to do it without looking at the board! 

 
I will look only in your eyes and I will calculate my moves very quickly in my 
brain. 

 
I will read your mind to have a view of the board only if I feel that I need it. 
Don't worry. I read only good thoughts so you are not going to be embarrassed 
by anything. 

 
Explain to your helper  from the audience  that  when you  turn  around he will 
move  the cursor to the square  chosen by the audience. He is to click once: 
the square  will vanish. 
He has to move  where you  tell him and check that you  did a legal  move 
and click again on the new square. 

Tell him to concentrate because it is very very difficult for you. 

Ask someone to say a number from 1 to 64. 
He says 14. 

 
Take a deep breath and start mumbling like … 

 
I am calculating in my head where to go and what to do. 

 
OK, I think I have something. Let’s see… I go here and then there … 
no no no, this is dead end! OK, now I have it, let's start. 



 

 
 
Take the curser and point to 14, and click once. 

 
The square  that  had 14 dissolves and the audience  sees a different 
background. 

When Lior calls the numbers  he starts slow but then increases the pace. 

He asks the audience  and the helper  to say nothing. It is important to say 
that  because they  will try  to help you  by saying. out load. what they  think 
the next move  will. or should  be. 

 
As you  go along. also think about what the board looks  like  and. 
specifically. how some of the moves look. Describe the position and the 
directions of the moves. For example: 

 
OK, now we are on 53 so we are going to move to the left side of the board. 
Yes ,,, move a little up and to the left and go to 43 and click and now to 33 and 
click and we are now on the left side now lets go up to 27 and down to 44. 

 
And so on. Don't describe  too much: iust throw in one of those 
"descriptions" iust from time to time. 

 
That's to show them that  you  can really imagine and see the board structure 
in your mind. When Lior comes to 37. he relaxes for a second and says he is 
going  to do a "diamond shape." Then he calls 20. 26. 36. and 30 and at the 
same time he outlines  a diamond shape with his hands. 

 
He always waves his hands and looks  as if he is doing  many  calculations in 
his mind. 

 
Doing the Knights tour is more difficult then playing "blind chess"… 
Chess is a game that can lead to any place but here you must finish and the 
rules are harder [this is a lie.) 

 
When you  come to a corner  you  stop and concentrate again. You tell them 
that  corners are tricky . "easy to get in but dangerous to get out" 

 
We have less and less open squares to move, this makes it more difficult 
and I need more concentration. 

 
Approximately seven squares before the end he pauses and acts as though 
he is recalculating . [this wakes everyone up!) and then he dramatically 
does the last seven moves. 

 
Don't remind them that  you  finished one move  from where you  started: 
they  will forget it. 

 
At this point  his hands are in the "standing ovation" position.  He thanks 
them for their  applause and bows. 



 
 
He thanks  his helper. and then he talks  a little  about how difficult it was. 
And then he pauses again.  He notices the letters  are spread  on the screen 
and asks if they know what it means. 

 
Last click [on the right  hand  side of the board on the Knight's  head) and it 
forms the sentence "Always think good  thoughts - you  never  know who is 
reading them." Or any  other  message you printed in the beginning. 

 
Lior's Tips 

 
Use a lot of energy. Finish existed and exhausted [like  you  ran out of 
physical  powers). 

 
Be happy when you  get out of a corner. 

 
Tell them it's difficult and repeat it from time to time 

 
NEVER LOOK BACK  AT THE BOARD 

 
Don't use a crib sheet.  Learn the board by heart  and it will be clear that 
you  really work hard  to do it. 

 
You will do it much better. much believable and more  amazing. Trust me. 

 
 
Memorizing the Tour 

 
As mentioned above. there  are many  sources for learning the basics of 
mnemonic  techniques  for memorizing numbers. 

 
Lior carries a small piece of paper in his wallet and he practices the tour 
whenever he can. especially before the show. 

 
The mnemonic system. 

 
Briefly. you  assign a letter  or sound to each digit. from one to nine. The most 
commonly used system is: 

 
1 = t, d 
2 = n 
3 = m 
4 = r 
5 = l 
6 = sh, j, ch 
7 = k, hard “c” 
8 = f, v 
9 = p, b 
0 = s, z 

 
Vowels and “soft” sounds, such as “h” or “w,” have no value. Therefore, the word “hat” 
in this system, represents the number one. And vice versa. 



 
 
 
 
Mnemonics depends on mental images. You can picture a hat, but you cannot picture 
“too” or “at,” both of which theoretically also equal the number one. 

 
1  hat  
11  toad  
21  net  
4  hare   
10  toes  
25         nail  
35  mule  
50   lace  
60         cheese  
45         rail  
39        mop  
29         knob  
12         tuna  
6       shoe  
16      dish  
31  mouth  
37         mug  
20         nose    
26    notch (or "nosh" - a bagel)                                                                                                                           
36        match  
30         mouse  
 13        dam  
28         knife  
38    muff  
53         lamb  
43         ram  
33         mime  
27        neck  
44        rear  
61      shit 
55         lily  
40  rose  
23         name (tag)  
8           hoof  
14         tray    
24        honor (medal)  
7       key  
22         nun  
5           eel  
15   towel  
32         moon  
47         rake  



 
 
 

64  chair 
54  lure (fishing) 
48  roof 
63  jam 
46  roach 
56  lash (eye) 
62  chain 
52  lion 
58  leaf 
41  red 
51  light (bulb) 
57  leg 
42  run 
59  lip 
49  rope 
34  mare (horse) 
17  deck 
2  hen 
19  tub 
9  bee 
3  ham 
18  dove 

 
Please be aware that there are many routes the knight can take to accomplish the tour, so 
don’t imply that you are doing the one and only way it can be done. In fact, it probably is 
better if the audience assumes there is an infinite number of paths around the board (with 
infinite dead ends) and that you have to struggle just to find one! 



 
 
 
 
Hal Weaver’s Variation 

 
Hal introduced his approach to the Knight’s Tour in Vibrations, the journal of the 
Psychic Entertainer’s Association. The following is an edited version of that original 
article. 

 
(To Lior’s credit, he wrote to me, “It is easier for me to remember the numbers but more 
impressive to do the 1-8, A-H.”  In other words, he thinks, and I tend to agree, that Hal 
makes valid points about why this approach is slightly better than the traditional 1-64 
version.) 

 
 
 
I, and I assume most others, first learned the Tour from Corinda. The squares on the 
board were numbered from 1 to 64, and the performer called out the numbers to indicate 
the moves. 

 
However, when I performed it with this notation, I found that some people would take 
down the numbers as I called them, and then try to figure out some mathematical 
formula to explain how I did it. And I suppose some of those who didn't actually take the 
numbers down still thought that was how I was doing it. 

 
Now, I wanted them to think I could make the moves by using my super-memory or by 
bringing into play the advanced powers of concentration I picked up on my last trip to 
Tibet – or something – anything but a simple formula. 

 
At the time, I knew almost nothing about chess (I still don't know much) so I didn't realize 
that my solution was to use what apparently is known among chess players as the 
Standard Notation (or the algebraic, coordinate, or German system). Or so "The Oxford 
Companion to Chess" told me. 

 
However, twenty years ago, with my tendency to reinvent the wheel, I thought that if I 
used something like map coordinates to designate the squares – A to H across the top, 
and 1 to 8 down the side, for example – any square could be designated with a letter 
and a number: B2, B3, B4. etc. (In other words, the Standard Notation.) 

 
This, I thought, would throw off the analytically minded by focusing on the position of the 
square, rather than on its number. When you use the 1-64 notation, there is a tendency 
to sound as if you are just calling off a memorized list instead of devising moves as you 
go along. 

 
I suspect that calling the letter and then the number, as if you were actually using them 
to locate the square on the grid, makes it look as if you really are choosing a square and 
then just using the letter and number to tell which square to cross off. 

 
Frankly, I have only done the Tour either one-on-one or in small groups, so I have no 
idea whether this can be made to play well for a large audience. Maybe the rapid-fire 
delivery that Peter Reveen uses is the only way in that situation. 



 

 
 
In any case, when I messed around with this letter-number notation, I discovered an 
interesting quirk. It doesn't matter whether the letters or the numbers are across the top 
or down the side. And it doesn't matter whether they start at the top and run down, or at 
the bottom and run up, or run from left right or right to left. 

 
The particular squares called will not be the same, but the tour will progress correctly, 
anyway. This means the audience can decide how they want the numbers and letters to 
run. It should imply that as long as you can visualize the board and have some way of 
designating your moves, you can do the tour. (Unless you are in a situation where 
“proving” this is desirable, I recommend against asking the audience to decide the above 
question. It would needlessly slow down the show. KW) 

 
Now, this may be overdoing it. On the other hand, it should pretty much eliminate the 
notion that you are just using a formula based on the numbers to decide the next move. 

 
In any case, I had to develop a memory peg for each square, based on the letter and 
number. In one of his books, Harry Lorayne explained the technique to locate things in 
two dimensional space, such as maps and matrices with the letter-number system. The 
peg begins with the letter in question and the next consonant is the number code. 

 
Here is the list that I use. I selected these so they wouldn't conflict with other pegs I use 
for regular numbers and cards. "Core" is the four of clubs, for example, so I used "cart" 
for C4. 

 
A1 Atlas 
A2 anchor 
A3 aim 
A4 air 
A5 aloha 
A6 ashcan 
A7 actor 
A8 A-frame 
B1 bat 
B2 banjo 
B3 bomb 
B4 bar 
B5 bell 
B6 badge 
B7 back 
B8 biffy (outhouse) 
C1 coat 
C2 cone 
C3 chemistry 
C4 cart 
C5 clarinet 
C6 catcher 
C7 cactus 
C8 cove 
D1 detergent 
D2 dinosaur 
D3 dome 



 

 
 
D4 deer 
D5 duel 
D6 Dutch 
D7 doctor 
D8 Devil 
E2 engine 
E3 embryo 
E4 ear 
E5 elephant 
E6 edge 
E7 egg 
E8 Eve 
F1 fight 
F2 fan 
F3 family 
F4 fire 
F5 fool 
F6 fashion 
F7 factory 
F8 fever (thermometer) 
G1 goat 
G2 gun G3 
gum G4 
gear G5 
glider G6 
gusher G7 
gag 
G8 gift 
H1 Hutterite (like Old Order Amish) 
H2 Hindu 
H3 hammer 
H4 hair 
H5 hula 
H6 hitch-hiker 
H7 Huck Finn 
H8 Heaven 

 
THE SEQUENCE OF MOVES (Running across.) 

 
A1, B3, C5, A4, B2, D1, E3, G2, H4, F5, E7, D5, B4, A6, B8, 

D7, E5, C4, D2, E4, D6, B5, D4, E6, G5, F3, E1, D3, F4, H5, 

G7, E8, C7, A8, B6, C8, A7, C6, A5, B7, D8, F7, H8, G6, F8, 

H7, F6, G8, H6, G4, H2, F1, G3, H1, F2, H3, G1, E2, C1, A2, 

C3, B1, A3, C2, A1... 

Here is the Tour with the words, starting with A1: 



 

 
 
Atlas, bomb, clarinet, air, banjo, detergent, embryo, gun, hair, fool, egg, duel, bar, 
ashcan, biffy, doctor, elephant, cart, dinosaur, ears, Dutch, bell, deer, edge, glider, 
family, eat, dome, fire, hula, gag, Eve, cactus, A-frame, badge, cove, actor, catcher, 
aloha, back, Devil, factory, Heaven, gusher, fever, Huck, fashion, gift, hitch-hiker, gear, 
Hindu, fight, gum, Hutterite, fan, hammer, goat, engine, coat, anchor, Chem, bat, aim, 
cone, Atlas...(and around again.) 

 
Here are my images: 

 
Charles ATLAS is holding a BOMB in his hand. The BOMB is playing a CLARINET. The 
CLARINET is being blown into by an AIR hose. The AIR is now blowing into a BANJO. 
The BANJO is tipped over and out falls a stream of DETERGENT. The DETERGENT 
falls into a large jar in which an EMBRYO is kept. The EMBRYO shoots a GUN. The 
GUN (rifle) is covered with HAIR hanging down its barrel. The HAIR is on a FOOL 
(Joker?). The FOOL begins to juggle some EGGS. Two EGGS are having a DUEL. They 
are DUELING in front of a BAR. Behind the BAR are a couple of ASHCANS. The 
ASHCANS are put in a BIFFY. The BIFFY door opens and a DOCTOR (with 
stethoscope) comes out and listens to the chest of an ELEPHANT who is pulling a 
CART. Behind the CART comes a DINOSAUR with huge hanging EARS. The EARS 
now are hanging on a DUTCH windmill like sails. The EARS change to BELLS that 
continue to turn on the blades. The BELLS are now hanging around the neck of a DEER 
that is walking close to the EDGE of a cliff. Along the cliff face comes a GLIDER with a 
FAMILY in it. They are EATING. Now they are sitting on a large DOME, which is on 
FIRE. The FIRE burns the grass skirts of some HULA dancers. The HULA dancers now 
all have GAGS in their mouths. A GAG is in the mouth of EVE who is hiding behind a 
large CACTUS next to an A-FRAME house. In front of the A-FRAME, like a "for-sale 
sign", is a large BADGE. The BADGE is in a boat going across a COVE. On the other 
side of the COVE is an ACTOR holding a skull and reciting, "Alas, Poor Yorik...". The 
ACTOR throws the skull at a CATCHER behind a plate. The CATCHER is wearing an 
ALOHA shirt. He turns around and the ALOHA shirt has no BACK. The back is being 
whipped by the DEVIL. The DEVIL is now whipping a line of workers in a FACTORY. 
The FACTORY turns into HEAVEN. In the middle of HEAVEN, an oil well starts to 
GUSH. Someone puts a thermometer (FEVER)in the GUSHER, and then puts the 
thermometer (FEVER) in the mouth of HUCK Finn, who smokes it like a cigar while 
standing on a raft. Next to HUCK is a FASHION model. The FASHION model steps off 
the raft with a GIFT that she gives to a HITCHhiker. The HITCHhiker waves his thumb at 
a huge GEAR that comes rolling along. The GEAR is driven by a HINDU, who comes 
down and gets into a FIGHT with the hitchhiker. Both of them step in chewing GUM and 
a HUTTERITE comes over to cool them down with a FAN. The FAN changes into a 
HAMMER, which is eaten by a GOAT. The GOAT goes to a car and tries to eat the 
ENGINE, but a COAT is thrown over it. The COAT now hanging on a large ANCHOR. 
The ANCHOR is put on the table at the front of a CHEMistry class. The CHEMistry table 
is hit with a baseball BAT. The BAT is then AIMED like a gun at an ice cream CONE. 
The CONE is being eaten by ATLAS, who is also holding a BOMB...etc. 

 
You should have the images for each square cold, because you have to know which 
image is associated with the square when you are given the letter-number to begin the 
tour.  Frequently, I systematically go over the squares in my mind instead of counting 
sheep at night, just to reinforce the letter-number image. The tour itself, I can never 
forget.  I also do a quick run through before a performance.  It only takes a couple of 
minutes. 



 
 
 
Summary 

 

 
As of this writing, neither Lior nor I have seen Hal Weaver’s variation in performance. 
But, as noted, we do think there are reasons it may be the better approach. 

 
That said, Lior’s patter does help hide the cyclic solutions. As Hal says, (and I know this 
to be true from when I performed the Tour regularly) some in your audience will believe 
you are calling out the numbers based on a mathematical formula. Hal’s version would 
seem to preclude such an assumption. On the other hand, since you are calling out a letter 
and a number, as opposed to just a number, it might slow things down a bit. 

 
Nevertheless, whichever version you choose to perform, it is clear that Lior has given us 
a major improvement on a time-tested blockbuster. He has provided the fraternity with an 
immediate leap from Kellar’s stage show era into the technological age. 

 
This will become a feature segment of smart performers. It will set them apart from 
competing “novelty” acts. But it does require effort. Please do not attempt the Tour until 
you can call out the squares quickly and confidently. I don’t mean to scare you, but if you 
screw up one number, you have nowhere to hide! 

 
So practice until you are sick of practicing, and then go out and Wow your audience! 

 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

BONUS Effect 
 
 

The Instant Knight’s Tour 
 
This demonstration might be considered a first cousin to the Instant Magic Square. 

 
First, a bit of background: Magic Square routines have become immensely popular with 
mentalists. While many performers use methods that require a calculation for every 
square, there has been a trend to use the quick and easy version which requires that a 
calculation be done for only four squares. The downside of this method is that at a repeat 
performance, it might be noticed that almost all the squares contain the same number as 
in the previous demonstration. (Granted, this is not a major problem for many performers 
– they don’t have repeat dates!) 

 
Then too, the “instant” version usually has lopsided numbers, especially if the number 
called out is say, above 60 or so. The result is that just four squares have large numbers, 
while the other squares run from 1 to 12. This again, is not a major problem, but purists 
prefer the original method. 

 
Clearly, the major selling point of the instant square is the speed at which it can be 
accomplished. 

 
Which leads to the question – which is better, speed or drama? Regarding the Tour, our 
literature has up until now (as far as I know) given us only the dramatic way. And in fact, 
for just about any situation, I would feel that would be the way that has by far the most 
impact. 

 
There may be, however, those situations where a “lighting” demonstration is preferred, 
and that is what you are about to learn. It is also perfect for close-up or impromptu 
situations. 

 
The idea here is that any Knight’s Tour is seen as a monumental demonstration of mental 
agility. 

 
The method, unlike the traditional tour, does not require that you memorize 64 moves. 
Instead, you simply learn a fairly easy-to-grasp pattern. 

 
I found this on the internet; as you will see, the developer has kindly given permission for 
it to be reproduced. 

 
========================================================= 



 
 
 
Start at any corner and continuously rotate in the same direction around the 
board moving on the outermost squares. 

 
The moves create a semi-symmetrical pattern around the board. The tour is completed 
with only four trips around the board. Feel free to post this solution on your web-pages, 
other publications, or with other Knight Tour enthusiasts. Please reference my name and 
e-mail address when posting my design and Knight's Tour solution. 

 

 
 
http://www.borderschess.org/KTsimple.htm 

 
 
 
 
The above is what is on the internet. Below I have given you the board with the pattern 
removed, so you can easily follow the numerical sequence. 

http://www.borderschess.org/KTsimple.htm


 
 
 
 
 

 

1 
 

24 
 

55 
 

36 
 

11 
 

22 
 

53 
 

34 

56 37 12 23 54 35 10 21 

13 2 25 64 41 60 33 52 

26 57 38 61 44 63 20 9 

3 14 45 42 59 40 51 32 

46 27 58 39 62 43 8 19 

15 4 29 48 17 6 31 50 

28 47 16 5 30 49 18 7 
 
 
 
 

This could be powerful in close-up, impromptu situations, where a chess board is present. 
(Or even just paper on which a board can be drawn.) The only other requirement would 
be enough markers of some sort (checkers, Bingo markers, poker chips, etc.) to cover 
every square. If using a hand-drawn board, of course, you could merely use a pen or 
pencil to mark the squares 

 
Let’s assume you are using an actual chess board and markers. 

 
Ask your viewers to put a marker down on any square. You study the board for a moment, 
and then instruct them to place a marker down on each square as you point to it. 
Emphasize that your helper must keep her finger on the square so that all can keep track 
of where the “knight” is at the moment. (You could place the markers down yourself, but 
by doing it the way I suggest you a) increase involvement and b) seem to be more 
concerned with “deep concentration” by allowing someone else to do the mundane task.) 

 
Being that the pattern is not difficult, you could have anyone point to any square, and that 
is where you start. 

 
In certain situations, the two routines could be combined. For example, if you are booked 
as a speaker whose topic is mind power, the two together might be effective. On the other 
hand, you would never do both in a traditional, fast-paced “show.”) 

 
In your Mind Power “talk,” you would start off with the Instant Tour. As stated 
previously, any tour is impressive. 

 
Then you announce that … 



 

 
 
“Now I am going to make the challenge infinitely more difficult. I’m going to attempt to 
repeat the Tour – using nothing more than my memory! I will not be looking at the 
board!” 

 
And off you go. 



 
 
 
 
Installing the Program 

 
The program is a flash SWF and can run on MAC and on Windows 
You also have EXE file as well for PC only. 
Just click on it and a window will open. (You may need to download Flash from 
Macromedia   www.macromedia.com ) 
You have many versions you can use. 
The first one comes with a picture on the background. 
The second one comes with a phrase you can use. 
All this depends on the method you use: Numbers 1-64 or the “map” with no numbers on 
the squares, just the letters A-H and numbers 1-8 on the sides. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Lior Manor 

 
Thanks to Ken Weber for helping to put order to my scrambled thoughts. 
Thanks to Hal Weaver for letting me publish his clever version. 
Thanks to Haim Goldenberg who designed and programmed all my ideas into a piece of 
art which I am proud to do in my shows. 

 
Thanks to my family that supports me so much.. 

 
 
 
 
Lior Manor 2006. 

http://www.macromedia.com/

